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Product Information: CryoValve Electron Tubes
Precision Electro-Acoustic Research Laboratory.
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AN OVERVIEW OF THE “CRYOVALVE” TREATMENT AND GRADING PROCEDURES
HE SERIES OF OPERATIONS THROUGH WHICH AN ELECTRON TUBE MUST PASS before it can
be called a PEARL CRYOVALVE is lengthy and in some ways, arduous.
As received, a typical electron tube exhibits several problems that deleteriously
impact its sonic performance. Most serious are the many internal stresses in the construction materials that accumulate during most of the stages of manufacture and; a
very hard, heavy oxide-coating on through-glass pins to which direct connection is
made. Seven- & nine-pin miniature tubes are typical of those whose pins are heavily
oxidized while power tubes such as KT88 and EL34 are fitted with bases whose pins
are tinned. Where required, through-glass pins are cleaned back to base metal and
polished, with the result that contact quality is much improved. The degree of sonic
improvement is substantial.
The initial 100hr. burn-in allows the tubes’ characteristics to stabilize while providing an opportunity to cull any “infant mortals.”
During cryogenic tempering, the tube is slowly cooled to the –196ºC/–320ºF temperature of liquid nitrogen, “soaked” for many hours then slowly returned to ambient. By
means of this unique and vital process, the stresses interior to the materials of the tube
are substantially and permanently relaxed. During a subsequent anneal, the tube is
heated to 175ºC/350ºF then slowly cooled to ambient. Although not as extensive, the
results are similar to those achieved by the cryogenic treatment.
The “Q” of the (self) resonant (electro)mechanical systems responsible for the output of (electro) microphonic spuriae is thereby drastically reduced. By this important
reduction, both the peak amplitude and the “ring down” time of these systems is
reduced with the result that the “dynamic noise floor” is lowered and, consequently,
the “apparent gain” of the device is increased—even in feedback controlled circuits.
Grading for noise and microphonic performance involves both listening and instrument
evaluation. Various instrumentation provides data on the noise, microphonic levels and
spectral content while the overall “sound” of the spuriae is critically evaluated. In particular, the evaluation of microphonic output is very much an experienced-judgement call.
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Type 570 Characteristic-Curve Tracer

Plate Characteristic Curves
Tektronix 570 Characteristic Curve Tracer
Rare, expensive and hard to find, the Tektronix 570 is a "must have" piece of equipment for audio design using electron tubes.
It is unique among the devices used for
tube evaluation in that allows a tube to be
characterised under dynamic condtions
and the results displayed in real-time on a
non-storage CRT. Displays of plate voltage
vs. plate, screen or control grid current;
transfer curves and the match between like
sections of dual-section tubes or like
single-section tubes is easily managed.
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Fig. 2. The complete production flow for PEARL
CRYOVALVE electron tubes is schematically rendered
above. Unique in the audio industry, our methodology
effectively addresses many issues relevant to the performance of electron tubes in high-quality audio and musical
instrument applications. CryoValves will remarkably
improve the sound of any tube-type audio equipment.

Basic Information on the PEARL CRYOVALVE Measuring and Grading Procedures
Each tube's box bears the information below.

The original manufacturer's logotype on every CRYOVALVE is an accurately hand-drawn and carefully color
matched replica of the original art.
.
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The 3.0µV value of "equivalent input
noise" at the right is the true RMS,
band limited, –3dB at 10Hz and 30KHz
value of white noise signal required
to drive an ideal, noise-free analog of
the tube under test to an output level
of 0 dBVequivalent input where 0 dBV
equals 3.0µV times the individually
measured, in-circuit gain of the device
under test. See Fig. 1. for the test circuit.

NOISE GRADE

•
•
•

The DUT's individually gain-corrected, band limited output noise level is
indicated to be "X dB" below or above
the 0 dBVequivalent input level.
The component values and typical
anode operating voltage(s) for the DUT
in the "Gain, Noise and Microphony"
test circuit seen in Fig. 1 are provided.
The "Bogie Gain" expressed in dB is
a typical value that varies slightly from
tube to tube or from section to section
within the same tube.
The relevant RETMA "9H" basing
diagram appears to the right. This is
provided as a quick reference for
service technicians and DIY builders.
More information on the RETMA
systems of classification can be
found here on Wikipedia.
To perform the "Gain, Noise and
Microphony" test suite the tube is set
up to run under typical "good practice" operating conditions.
The operating points have been
diagrammed onto the manufacturer's
original data sheets which can be
downloaded from the link above.
.
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PEARL

0 dBA (or 0 dBgain) is normalized
to the bogie, calculated gain of the
DUT in the test setup shown in Fig. 1.
The gains are shown with respect
to the bogie gain and to each other. .

The PEARL DYNATRAN parametric
measurement conditions and the
bogie values for µ, anode current and
transconductance are provided.

ELECTRON TUBE

Seen to the right is the tube being tested, the DUT, the
output of which is being monitored for:
• broadband and 1/f noise output; via the monitor speaker,
true RMS, dB reading voltmeter and 1/3 octave analyzer,
• microphonic output from cosine windowed bursts of pink
noise; via the 2 channel oscilloscope, monitor speaker and
"peak hold" 1/3 octave analysis,
• gain in the test circuit; via a 100mV, 1KHz sine signal
applied to the grid – lifted from ground – and read on the
true RMS dB reading voltmeter. The signal generator
and grid-to-ground/signal switching are not shown.
.

Build Date: Although some tubes
do bear date codes, many do not so
build dates are often best-estimates.
Test Date: At this point the two
weeks of processing each CRYOVALVE goes thru have been completed and the final steps of testing
and grading are done.
Serial No: Each tube and its box
bear a unique serial number assigned at the time of testing.

To the left are shown the sectionto-section matches between anode current & transconductance respectively.

CRYOVALVE

Fig. 1. Gain, Noise Grade & Microphony Test Setup

Wherever possible we provide the
exact tube-type number, even when
tubes have been rebranded away
from the original, factory markings.
All box artwork and and labels are
specifically made for each lot of tubes.
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Users Comment on the Sonic Performance
of PEARL CRYOVALVE Treated Tubes
For several years ending about 2006 we cryogenically treated and graded many thousands of tubes for
TubeWorld and TubeDepot in the US.
Ultimately, both companies became so enamoured of the benefits that accrue thru cryogenic
treatment they purchased their own “vapor phase,”
cold box freezer. While such equipment does not
allow an economical 100 hr. freezing cycle such as
we use and cannot reach –320ºF, significant benefits
are achieved none the less.
Here are some comments from the TubeWorld
web site written by the owner of the company:
I can hardly put into words how wonderful this new
batch of NOS PEARL CRYOVALVE tubes sounds, they are
so outstanding, one is literally hypnotized by the music:
• Great improvements in perceived dynamics due
to reduced perceived-noise floor—blacker background.
• Very! focused and sweet midrange. Incredible
top to bottom tightness to the music.
• Mid-bass articulation is excellent—tight!)
• Sub-sonic, deep-bass tracking is phenomenal,
especially with hip hop bands
• Emotional recordings will bring you to tears!
• You can hear individual instrumentation in
each channel in the mix much better. The
foundation of each recording can be followed
perfectly. You just hear more music! Cymbals
have incredible shimmer!
• Sweeping musical passages rise and fall like a
tidal wave
• Closely miked recordings are alive in your
room. You find yourself inside the recording.
• Background vocals buried in a lot of mixes are
readily apparent and become a bigger part of
the recording.
• You can hear every waver in a singer’s voice
These are best sounding and graded NOS tubes
you can buy!
Given the foregoing and the many comments
following it is easy to understand why TubeWorld
ultimately invested in equipment of their own.
Tube Depot followed suit not long afterwards.

“Mullard 6DJ8 and 12AU7 ”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comments:
To say [I am] impressed would not be enough!
To say jaw droppingly astounded still would not
approach my exact sentiments! To reach nirvana is
close, but still doesn’t describe it! But if you have
ever wanted to treat yourself to pure musical purity
and bliss, then you have to be willing to buy some
of these PEARL CRYOVALVE tubes.

They are worth every penny they cost.
My system is comprised of Audio Prism’s
Mantissa Pre-amp and Debut MKII amplifier. First I
bought some 6DJ8 /Mullard C RYO V ALVE s and
installed them in my gain stage and I was very
impressed with the overall changes in my system.
More musical presence, clarity, bass enunciation
and range that went on and on.
Later, I purchased some Gold Grade 12AU7
Mullards for my output pre-amp section, sat down
to listen, and. . . I was struck by lightning. I never
knew music could sound this beautiful. I could
swear that whatever I put on, put the musicians
right there, in my living room. What enchantment,
what beauty, what out and out ecstasy.
Please, if you can, try these tubes in your system, I’m sure you won’t be sorry. I’d say more, but
I want to get back to the music, I can’t seem to turn
it off anymore!
“Mullard CV4004 ”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comments:
I am extremely satisfied with my purchase of
the Mullard C RYO V ALVE CV4004 as well as the
Telefunken CRYOVALVE ECC801S which is been used
in my upgraded Conrad Johnson PV4 preamp. The
CV4004 has upgraded my system to a new dimension; overwhelming dynamics, wide, deep and well
populated soundstage with great separation and air
surrounding instruments, tight and extended lower
bass as well as more definition on the uppers.
Warm, rich, smooth mids with incredible shimmer
on percussion. Inner detail is amazing, you hear
more complete notes and everything just has more
presence, but most of all it is extremely musical,
making your listening session an enjoyable experience. This tube does everything right.

“Dutch Mullard 6DJ8 ”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
I just wanted to write you a brief note to let you
know how amazing these Mullard, Holland 6DJ8,
PEARL CRYOVALVE, Gold Grade tubes are in my AI
Modulus 3A preamp! Fabulous midrange and treble
clarity, while at the same time, as warm a sound as
you could ever want; ie: female vocals … Whew!
The bass has improved as well.
Of course, I also replaced the Mullard 6201s in
my VTL MB450 monoblocks, with the P E A R L
C RYO V ALVE Telefunken ECC801Ss —so natural
sounding—like music!
Thanks very much. The tubes are not inexpensive, but I think they are worth every penny.
“1960s German Siemens ECC88/6DJ8 ”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
Balanced sound, smooth and detailed, this tube
does everything right, probably the best all-around
6DJ8, highly recommended.
“Siemens ECC88/6DJ8 ”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
I recently ordered a 6087/5Y3WGTB, indirectly
heated, slow-warmup ruggedized 5Y3GT rectifier
tube from you for my Decware Zen SET amp along
with a pair of ECC88/6DJ8 Siemens Germany NOS
original boxes, same date codes, 1960s, for my Ah!
Tjoeb 99 tubed CD player.
I wanted to let you know that both purchases
are working out great. I started with the rectifier
tube and noticed that the amp played louder with
more bass and better rhythm.
After trying that alone for a while, last night I
installed the CRYOVALVE ECC88 Siemens tubes in my
CD player. WOW! they are awesome. There is more
and clearer sound in the upper registers, cymbals
and triangles sound more realistic and percussion
instruments sound tighter and more detailed. In
addition, they keep everything that was already
there in the music that I liked with the stock tubes.
Thanks for some great recommendations.
“Philips Miniwatt E88CC/6922”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
Thank you for your sending of E88CC/6922
Philips Miniwatt-CRYOVALVE. These tubes arrived
safely and sound great. Actually they bring my system in much higher stage, like heaven. Quiet,
smooth, dynamic and 3-dimensional sound. Music
has become real. Always tubes you offer are nice.
Hoping everything goes fine for you.’

“Mullard ECC32/CV181 ”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
I have a Meridian 508.24 CDP hooked up to a
Cary 300SEI LX20 integrated amp. These newer versions use the pumped-up 20 watt 300B tubes by KR
(which they name 300BXLS). I’ve been playing
around with 6SN7 tubes for quite a while: from the
cheap Sovteks and Shuguangs to the RCA 5692 Red
Base to the 1940s Sylvania VT231/6SN7W and RCA
VT231s. The best combination that I settled on was a
pair of Sylvania VT231/6SN7Ws as drivers with a
Platinum Select 1950s RCA Black Base 6SN7GTB as
the input tube. It was crystal clear, vast, open and
very pristine. Bass was sufficient for my listening as
I listen mostly to classical (especially chamber) and
acoustic jazz. With my wife being a (former professional) cellist, we listen to a lot of cello sonatas.
But today, everything changed with the ECC32
CRYOVALVEs. The bass was more present but not loose.
Right off the bat, the Mullards somehow sounded too
good to be true—scary to think how they’ll sound after
breaking in. Strings, especially cello, suddenly sounded like real finely crafted wooden instruments. I said
to my wife that I was hearing instruments; she
phrased what I was really trying to say, “You can hear
the sound (vibrations and output) coming from inside
the cello.” ie., “You can hear the wood!”
We were hearing (more of) the wood of the
cello instead of a perception of soundwaves emanating from the steel strings of a cello. I thought
this was a significant revelation, not just because
it’s the first time we felt this way after hearing the
cello from our audio system, but because it really
does gets us closer to the music.
From the Mullard ECC32 CRYOVALVEs, I was
hearing, during a cello or oboe concerto, the ‘background’ massed violins very clearly—not thin sounding as weight of the clarity is never compromised—
while the main instrument is weighty but still utterly
clear. The other 6SN7 combinations I’ve tried did
give me clear sound but there was a compromise as
the main instrument was also thinned sout to mesh
with the background clarity.
On the other hand, some more “sweet and
rounded” sounding tubes (such as the Red Base)
sounded too “closed-in” and “muffled.” The extension and dynamics were not there and I had to turn
up the volume higher to get the same perception of
loudness—it was what they term a bit too “dark.”
But my wife preferred the Red Base as the input
tube as it gave less thin sounding harshness. In addition, the bass of the Mullards are extremely impressive. The echoing of the bass twang is more present
and you can actually hear it fading.
For a tube that is not “in your face” I don’t know
how the ECC32s do it—they have it all: very civilized

but not gentle and bland; deep bass and clear open
highs; just the right amount of hall effect—not too
airy or echo-y—very open and spacious but not thin
and light sounding; absolutely stunning for cello
reproduction. Yes, some 6SN7s did give me more of
a sense of “being right there” and an extremely well
focused image, but they could not match the overall
total package of the Mullards.
It just makes me wonder how these creations
are made—how does a tube maker know how to let
a piece of glass and metal produce such a fine
sound? Simply amazing. Yeah, driving a BMW may
give you an ultimate driving experience. But why
drive when you can have a chaueffer drive you in
your Rolls Royce; sit back and enjoy the ride!
Sorry if things kind of got too long-winded . . .
It’s so good that the thought of not being able to
hear this sound makes me somewhat worrisome.
I’m compelled to get another matched pair as backup; I’ll take it to the grave if it’s never used.
Many thanks and I look forward to another pair
of these wondrous and amazing tubes.
“Mullard 12AU7 & 7044”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
I just installed the 12AU7 Mullard CRYOVALVES
and 7044 CRYOS in my Wheatfield HA-1 headphone
amp. Terrific, sophisticated sound. The improvement
is even more apparent when used as a preamp into a
pair of Tannoy dual concentric monitors. Separation
of instruments and the sweetness you described are
certainly there but I was surprised by the stronger
bottom that emerged. What an improvement.
“Mullard CV4004”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
When the new CV4004 came, I nearly went
through the ceiling. Talk about detail and dynamics. Extreme intensity is the best way I can describe
it. You’ve never heard such dynamics in a system.
It made music; clean, beautiful music, I couldn’t
turn it off, only up. And I consider my system very
good to begin with: Green Mountain’s Continuum II
speakers—wow, these are good! The cabling was by
Audio Magic which is just fantastic analog sound to
the hilt. And McIntosh amps. The tubes went into
my E.A.R. phono stage, which carries 3 tubes—and
thank goodness only 3, I couldn’t afford any more.
But I’ll never go to a tube dealer other than
Tubeworld. He worked with me and picked out the
tubes for my system. I had no idea what tubes were
until he helped me. Thanks again and yes, these
tubes will toast any solid state stuff, I firmly believe.

“Tung Sol 5687WA”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
I am extremely pleased with the Tung-Sol 5687
CRYOVALVE tubes I received recently. I concur with
the testimonials from other buyers on your site, but
I would further add that once you have listened to a
CRYOVALVE tube, you quickly lose interest in all
other types regardless of make or pedigree.
The C RYO V ALVE treated tube does things no
other tube can do. Even tubes that normally would
be considered mediocre under normal circumstances, once treated exceed the performance of the
more exotic varieties.
The last similar performance experience I had
was when an Audionote Japan amplifier was trialed
in my system. Unfortunately I could not afford the
Ongaku, but I can afford the CRYOVALVES.
“GE 5751”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
The noise floor dropped almost off the face of
the earth. Macro dynamics seem to have an additional 3—5 db of headroom. But the inner microdynamics are, well, frightening. Hand claps on gospel
music, stick work by drummers all seem to explode
out of the speakers at me. It almost seems that I
have a new amplifier!
I had been considering upgrading to the CJ
Premier 12 monoblocks, which are better still, but
just changing the front end tubes seems to have revitalized my entire system. Without question, the best
$150.00 improvement I’ve ever made!
Another “GE 5751”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
First of all thanks for the fast service. Secondly,
the tubes have arrived in an excellent state on
Tuesday already. I have placed them in their
respective positions. After warming up, I noticed
immediately differences compared to the 12AX7.
These tubes are very warm in sound very dynamic,
focused, splendid overall range from top to bottom.
What was most remarkable was a very, very deep
and well defined bass.
“Telefunken 6922”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
Many thanks for the 1960s Telefunken Diamond Bottom 6922s. I have done a lot of tube
rolling for the last couple of months and have
changed and tweaked a lot in my system. I have
some of the best custom cabling. I have some of the
best 2A3 tubes and some excellent 1940 6SN7s in
my monoblocks, but the driver tubes in my phono
preamp kept tormenting me. I have tried many:
some of your Sylvania Cryo 7308. I have tried the

Siemens Cryo. I have tried the Matsushita (a good
tube!!). I have also tried some Brimar. None come
close to these Telefunkens. All the tubes I mentioned had something special about them.
In some ways the Matsushita was better than
the cryo tubes. The Matsushita was more transparent. In my system the Sylvania was the lesser tube,
too veiled. From all these tubes, the Brimar had
pretty good transparency. All is relative: these
tubes are no slouch, but still I missed something...
But the Telefunken does probably everything better. The sound is purer. A deeper a wider soundstage and a superb sense of dimensionality.
Most of all the Tele’s prove the other tubes deficiencies. That is, a clean soundstage and a superb
bass, but really superb. The improvement in bass
was so noticeable that, what I thought was resonance, and to a certain point distortion, in the
past, thus a sound too muddled, too distorted at
higher volume levels, was almost absent now.
I still have to do something about bass traps,
but with these Tele’s, this “urgent” need became
less urgent. It took me a long time to take this
chance because these Tele’s are far from cheap and
I was hoping the last couple of days that these
tubes would really prove themselves. They did!!!!!!!”
“GE 5751 Black Plate Triple Micas”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
Over the past few days I have been busy listening to a new amp. Actually, it’s really just my old
amp, but with the new CRYOVALVE 5751 GE Black
Plate Triple Micas.
There is much to report and all of it good!
Please keep in mind that these were put into the
pre-amp section of a stock Jolida Integrated PP amp,
an amp that many folks deep into high-end audio
would turn their nose up on. Yet with the Cryo-Valves
in place it sounds like a completely different amp.
So profoundly different is the amp that a good
friend, who is deeply into SET 2A3 amps and
100dB horn speakers, felt the improvement was
like replacing a high watt PP amp with a SET amp,
but with the power of the PP amp retained.
Sound stage: Yes, we have sound stage, wide
and deep, with each instrument and sound now represented as a separate point in space. The speakers
have disappeared, replaced with a wall of sound
stretching across the front of the listening room.
Detail: Suddenly the tired cliché of “hearing
things I have never heard before” has real meaning. Small details now are discernable as having
their own individual identity.
More good news: Prior to the CRYOVALVES I had
invested in a large number of NOS Power Tubes.
Amperex EL34s, Mullard EL34s, Tung Sol 6550s,

GE 6550As, plus various Svetlana and Chinese current production. Some sounded good, some not as
good. Now each sounds very good with its own
individual tone and “flavor” clearly discernable.
The BAD NEWS: There can be no going back. All
of my 12AX7/5751 tubes, long plates, smooth
plates, box plates, gray plates, you name it, they are
now all relegated to the bottom of the tube drawer,
where they will likely stay for a very long time.
“Tung Sol 5687”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
Simply unbelievable! The C RYO V ALVE 5687
Ultra-Low Noise and WE 417A (+Sylvania 6GK5)
made the largest single upgrade difference I have
ever heard, and all for about $250!
Detail and micro-detail was the first thing I
noticed. Incredible! What I’ve been missing these
last few years. The imaging and soundstaging are
better now than ever before. There is also more
ambient air around voices and instruments and
everything else sounds much more natural.
I didn’t expect this much improvement!
“German Siemens 6922”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
“After two days I received the Siemens CRYOVALVE 6922s. They are a “direct hit”. Splendid overall. They give the Raven ribbons and the Cabasse
drivers in my speakers all they need to give the
most beautiful music. Let us not talk about all that
technical stuff: sound stage, etc. etc. These tubes
produce music at its best.”
“German Siemens E88CC”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
“I have installed your E88CC Siemens CryoValve
Low Noise into my Digital Filterless Non
Oversampling DAC and was wondered with excellent
transparent and delicate sound I never heard before.”
“Sylvania 7308”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
I just received a pair of Sylvania PEARL CRYOVALVE 7308s from you.They’re 10 times better than
I thought they would be.
“1960s Telefunken E88CC”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment
E88CC=6922 Telefunken Diamond Bottom
1960s - a reference 6922; This is the best sounding,
best graded 6922 you can buy in the world.
“Telefunken6922”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
Brendan, you did it again. Your personal recom-

mendations have always been right on the money.
And speaking of the money I certainly got what
I paid for. I paid a premium price and got a premium tube. I have listened to Telefunken and Siemens
CCa tubes and some Telefunken 6922 Falcon Grade
tubes and these Telefunken CRYOVALVE 6922s you
sold me this week are by far the best sounding
tubes I have ever heard. The dynamics are superb.
They are so musical. I can’t imagine using anything
else now that I have heard these. I’m selling all my
6922s and CCa-s that I currently have to buy that
other pair of these you have. WOW!
John A.
A review of the PEARL TUNG-SOL 5687 CRYOVALVEs
By John Fairchild, owner of
“Satellite to the Stars”
Being a dealer of Audio Note products I was
looking for a more transparent sound that I felt was
lacking with the Jan Philips 5687s. The stock tubes
in both the M5 and M6 come with standard 5687s
and 6X5GTs which I felt were not capable of producing the full potential of these fine preamps.
The Tung-Sol 5687s CRYOVALVE are available in
various degrees of quality (ie; noise floor, matching
of the triode sides etc.) and as you progress from
the standard all the way to the “gold grade” the liquidity and transparency improve. Having gone
through all the grades I have found the “Ultra-Low
Noise” and “Gold-Grade” to be the best, at least
with the Audio Note preamplifiers.
A excellent substitute for the 6X5s are the
Bendix 5852s, and I highly recommend them over
the Philips 6X5s. Not only are they more durable,
but I find them more stable as a rectifier tube in
the Audio Note products. Grab these from Brendan
while you can as they are getting harder and harder to find, and the prices will certainly increase.
These tubes are available from Tube World,
Inc. and Brendan the owner really knows his stuff.
Not only will he spend time discussing your situation and what you should expect from the various
brands, but he is extremely knowledgeable in the
products that he carries.
For all the skeptics out there, the higher quality
tubes make a huge difference in the quality sound
coming from one’s gear and adding C RYO V ALVE
tubes only increases the listening experience.
“GE 5751 Black Plate Triple Micas”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
I have spent thousands of dollars on equipment. Purchased noise reduction equipment,
swapped equipment and tweaked equipment. I’ve
done everything I know of to capture that elusive
sound of real, live music. Never did I think I would

find it in two little tubes weighing a couple of
ounces each for $400 the pair. Yes, they are cryogenically treated, tested and matched, etc. but what
do I care, I just want to close my eyes and be there
in the recording session or at the live venue, transported to the real thing! This is it! You know all the
adjectives already, so why bother.
The bottom line: I have not found anything that
comes even close to what these tubes can do for a
system. They take you from simply good hifi to the
real event!
My only regret is all of the time, money and
effort I have spent trying to achieve what these two
little babies could give me for a mere $400.00. […]
Rick: A satisfied customer who just happens to
love music.
“Telefunken 6922”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
I listened to the CRYOVALVE 6922 Telefunken pair
yesterday and I am still wondering if it was a dream
or not !!! Only the input stage pair has been changed
out of the 10 of my LS5 ARC preamp, the others are
still Sovtek 6922. But the sonic performance of my
system is unbelievable. I had a good car before, now I
have a Porsche. All the areas are improved, smoothness, transparency, clear bass, wonderful tones, big
soundstaging, it's magical! What's going on if I
change all the 6922 tubes ? Will I have a Ferrari ?
I knew there was something wrong with my
system before, but I was about to spend a lot of
money on power conditioner, cables, bass trap and
so on. Everyone who uses the 6922 Sovtek in a preamp should change at least the input stage tubes,
the 6922 Sovtek is very bad !
“Mullard CV4004”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
"The difference is quite impressive. The problems I had with the sound in my system are almost
gone.
Classical: (symphonic): I observed a better separation of instruments, without them floating
around. Every instrument is more detailed and not
harsh anymore … just great!
Jazz: The piano now sounds like a piano and
again … more details, very clear, but not harsh
Vocal Jazz: I was always happy with the voices,
but now I don't find words to describe this quality
… wow!
I am extremely satisfied with my purchase of the
Mullard CRYOVALVE CV4004 as well as the Telefunken
C RYO V ALVE ECC801S which is been used in my
upgraded Conrad Johnson PV4 preamp.
The CV4004 has upgraded my system to a new
dimension; overwelming dynamics, wide-deep and

well populated soundstage with great separation and
air surrounding instruments, tight and extended lower
bass as well as more definition on the uppers. Warm,
rich, smooth mids with incredible shimmer on percussion. Inner detail is amazing, you just hear more complete notes and everything just has more presence, but
most of all it is extremely musical making your listening session an enjoyable experiance. This tube does
everything right.
“Tung-Sol JTL5687WA & Western Electric 417A”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
Simply unbelievable! The C RYO V ALVE 5687
Ultra-low noise and WE 417A (Sylvania 6GK5)
made the largest single upgrade difference I have
ever heard, and all for about $250!
Detail and micro-detail were the first things I
noticed. Incredible! What I've been missing these
last few years. The imaging and soundstaging are
better now than ever before. There is also more
ambient air around voices and instruments, and
everything else sounds much more natural. I didn't
expect this much improvement!
“Western Electric 396A”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
The 396A WE C RYO V ALVES arrived safe and
sound some time ago. The 396A WE CYROVALVES are
a huge improvement over the stock Chinese 5670.
The background noise is non-existent, dynamics are
improved by an order of magnitude!"
I have an all tube setup: AI M3A and a 7 watt S/E
300B power amp.
“Northern Electric 396A”
CRYOVALVE Customer Comment:
"The tubes arrived safely to me (Sweden) yesterday. Directly I changed the (non cryo) WE 396A to
your NE 396A CRYOVALVES. Having Mullard EL34 in
the amps I started to listen and wow! how is this
possible? The music just came to me!! (Cowboy
Junkies—Live, a double CD) Now in perfect 3D,
hearing [Margo Timmins’] voice floating in the room
and all the subliminal nuances from the instruments
in full glory. Later in the night changing the
Mullards to Svetlana CRYOVALVE transformed the 3D
to an almost perfect holographic effect! This with
Brimars 6SL7 and 6SN7 driver tubes.
Tonight I will try B65 and ECC33 Mullard for
the 6SN7 part as I have found the Brimar 6SL7
outstanding in my amps, but ECC33 are still better,
with B65 a little more "smeared".
In short: the difference going from Chinese
396As to the WE was great, but changing up to the
CRYOVALVE NE 396As was a “shock,” a positive one,
and as I see it you could charge $1000.00 a pair for

these tubes if you only see the performance. I surely
would recommend to all serious tube-lovers that
they try the CRYOVALVES […]

From a PEARL customer who had
his Chinese 6550s CRYOVALVE treated:
I received the tubes this past Thursday. They
sound fantastic. I was unprepared for the increased
transparency, tighter bass and increased airiness.
They’re just flat out more musical than before.
I find that my KT90s now sound harsh in comparison!
From a PEARL customer who had
his Chinese 845s CRYOVALVE treated:
The use of PEARL’s CRYOVALVE tubes has been
beneficial to my listening experience. I have used tube
amps and had many different products for years now.
I have owned a variety of gear from 845 single ended
amps to 220 watt push pull 6550 amps and a lot of different pre amps, all of them using tubes.
I am not a scientist but I can honestly say that
the PEARL CRYOVALVE tubes sound better in my system than pre-cryo or untreated pieces. One of my
most recent experiences is an experiment I conducted with my 845 amp:
My present stereo SE amp uses 4–845s. In one
channel I fitted cryo-treated GE 845s while in the
other channel I used regular Chinese 845s. I then listened to the amp.
The side with the Chinese tubes sounded congested, lacking impact and was veiled compared to
the side using the cryo-treated US-made GE 845s.
Then I sent the Chinese tubes off to be cryo-treated,
the cost was not a factor in my decision as the treatment was rationally priced.
When the tubes came back I was not expecting a
great change as the sound before was so different
between the two sides. When I plugged in the
Chinese tubes (with the GEs still in the same channel as before) the sound was stunning from both
sides now. The cryo-treated Chinese tubes were
keeping up with their US counterparts! It was a
major difference I then had all my Chinese 845s
treated and am using them exclusively.
I’ve also used PEARL’s cryo-treated 12AX7s and
compared them with Telefunken 12AX7 smooth
plates as well as Mullards. Each time, the
CRYOVALVES have held their own compared to these
great brands. I now use a combination of both in all
of my gear.
In closing, the above are simple tests, they use
real-world audio in real-world circumstances. I am
not a scientist and cannot debate the scientific merits of the CRYOVALVE treatment processes with any

authority but I can certainly say that the CRYOVALVE
tubes improve my system, cryo-d tubes simply
sound better than their untreated counterparts.
This observation has been consistent in all the
circumstances that I have used this product.
From a PEARL customer who had both
his tubes and cables treated:
I am a freelance composer, I am also an audiophile. When I audition audio equipment, I use recording studio masters of my own music. If you think
about it, there could not be situation where a weakness in the signal chain could be heard more quickly.
Let me put it to you this way: if it doesn’t
sound like a person playing an instrument, why
would I listen to it?
I have been searching for a “chamber music
sound” for years. By that I mean, audio that sounds
like the ensemble is in my room, playing … on instruments. Well, I finally found it. The PEARL CRYO-TREATMENT is the best thing I ever did to my signal chain.
Percussion does what it is supposed to do:
attack, instantly … then decay. Strings aren’t just
fluid, they are resonant. The chalemeau register of
the clarinet sounds warm and breathy. Voice? Well,
it is what it is: a person, singing.
Anything else is just . . . gear.
If you want to get out of “the box” . . . then stop
listening to it.
Shane Fage, MA - Composition - Calgary.
From a PEARL customer
who bought CRYOVALVE 12B4s:
Just a few words to say how completely my mind
was blown by your cryo-treated 12B4A vacuum tubes!
First, here’s my system:
• Theta Miles CD player; custom-built preamp
using 2 - 12B4A and 1 - 6CA4 vacuum tubes
(designed and built by master engineer A.
Bohnen in Vancouver);
• Pass Aleph 5 amplifier;
• Martin Logan SL 3 electrostatic hybrid
speakers
Until this morning, the 12B4A vacuum tubes in
the preamp were Tung Sol NOS, and very, very good
—the pick of about 20 different NOS 12B4A’s I have
sampled over the last six months or so. I was very
happy with them, until I got a pair of your cryotreated 12B4A Tung Sols in the mail yesterday and
dropped them into the preamplifier this morning.
I listened to a compact disk I’ve been listening
to daily for about three weeks—16th Century Latin
Church Music by William Byrd, sung by The

Cardinall’s Musick and recorded in an English
Renaissance chapel on the ASV Gaudeamus label.
This is an exceptionally fine recording for soundstage, room ambience and, being all voices, truly
“absolute sound” material.
With my “old” Tung Sol vacuum tubes in place,
this disk sounded nothing short of heavenly in my
system, which is why I’ve been listening to it every
morning for weeks now.
With [the] “new” PEARL CRYOVALVE Tung Sols, it
sounds even better! I would go so far as to say that
the cryo-treated tubes push everything into the next
plane of perception and musical/spiritual experience!
For one thing, the front to back soundstage got
much deeper. The air and space around each individual voice in The Cardinall’s Musick just blossomed into something ethereal and refined beyond
exaggeration.
If the old J. Gordon Holt term “bloom from
within” ever meant anything, it means this and to a
degree I have never heard before in any system let
alone my own.
But above all the one thing up I noticed was an
absolutely amazing sense of purity—the singers
and the words seemed to hang in the atmosphere
of a kind of celestial antechamber such as the
Renaissance painter Rafael would depict!
To conclude, I have never heard an improvement
in any audio system like the one resulting in my own
system from the simple swapping in of two [cryotreated] 12B4A vacuum tubes [for otherwise identical
counterparts] from exactly the same manufacturer!
I am afraid I will have to stop or I will make a
fool of myself with the degree of praise I want to
lavish on these valves! Suffice it to say in conclusion that I am now a 110 percent convert to cryotreated vacuum tubes!
My only fear is that I will make an annoyance
out of myself by preaching this “gospel” night and
day to anyone who will listen!
George W.
Mendham, NJ
From a PEARL customer who bought
CRYOVALVE Tung-Sol JTL5687WAs:
Hi!
I just received a beautifully matched pair of
your Tung-Sol 5687's that I ordered through Tube
Depot! I must say that I am truly impressed by your
absolute and complete attention to detail! The pins
are so clean I can see my reflection in them!
I haven’t installed them in my amplifier yet.
I’m planning on putting them in along with the
ECC182 that you are working on for me. P EARL
tube coolers all around, of course … ;-)

[…]
You are the MAN! Only PEARL for me from
now on! I offer my most sincere thanks that you
do what you do!
Grayson T.
From a PEARL customer who bought
CRYOVALVE Tung-Sol JTL5687WAs:
I really love the 5687's! Absolutely stunning!
one of my buddies has a nearly identical pair (same
make, model, date code, and very similar test
data), but that are not C RYO V ALVES and I did a
blind listening comparison. My wife switched the
tube sets out several times, and sometimes she
didn’t switch them but said she had, to be sure I
wouldn't know which set was in the amplifier.
It’s a night-and-day difference! The CRYOVALVES
are far superior! Better resolution, quieter background, much better dynamics, flatter frequency
response and better extension on both ends of the
scale! The low end is very tight, controlled, and
articulate in particular.
I am convinced, and my friends are now as
well. I cannot imagine ever using a non-CRYOVALVE
tube again! It is a genuinely great process you have
developed.
Thanks also for the advice not to use any of the
contact conditioners! Bare metal is the way I am
doing it, per your advice. It's amazing how much
some people will pay for those concoctions. I think
Walker Audio has one now that sells for $US175.00
for a small quantity!
No thanks! I'd rather spend that money on the
very best tubes on Earth. .… CRYOVALVES!
From a PEARL customer who bought
CRYOVALVE Telefunken ECC88s:
Dear Mr. Perkins:
Here are my first impressions of the Tele
E88CC. I received the tubes and coolers in excellent condition. The packaging was first class. Just a
note on the tubes packaging. The serial numbers of
the tubes and boxes were mixed-up. I presume that
it's a mistake that was made when the tubes were
put into the boxes. No problem.
So far I only seriously listened for 6 hours.
Before I proceeded with the first listening session, I
“flexed” the system with a burn-in CD in repeat
mode for 36 hours. This CD has 11 tracks with frequency tones and white noise. How long does it
take for the tubes to be fully broken-in?
The thing I immediately noticed is the ease
with which the music flows. With the Mullards
CV2492 and the Siemens E88CC I had very good
good sound but now I hear music. The Tele’s are

singing. The tonalities are more rich and I can hear
a little bit more inner details and subtle inflexions.
On good recordings the guitars are sounding as if
they were in the room, with rich but still lively
tones. As always when I make a significant change
in the system I use the same musical cuts to evaluate and compare. Some music passsages that have
always been a bit harsh and with some glare are
now totally musical and relaxing to listen to.
Compared to my previous tubes, Mullard
CV2492s and Siemens E88CCs, the soundstage
seems larger but the image is not as holographic as
with the Mullards. The bass, although not shy, doesn't go quite as deep (specifically the Siemens) and
doesn't have the slam of the other tubes. I first listened to the tubes with the coolers in place and I felt
that I was missing some dynamic. Later I removed
the coolers and I installed the Herbies Audio Lab
Tube Dampers instead. The dynamic then improved
a little and I could hear more decay at the end of the
notes. This is specifically noticeable with piano. So
far I preferred the overall impression with the
dampers than the coolers. I didn't listen to the tubes
as is yet, i.e. without the coolers or dampers.
[The comments above relate to an older version
of PEARL Tube Coolers. 2010 production has resolved
the subtle problems some users were experiencing.]
The pins on the tubes were perfectly straight
and shiny. However when I inserted the tubes in
the socket I could feel some loose around the pins
no. 1 & 9. Would you recommend to very slightly
bend the pins to “force’ a better contact with the
socket? I know that the best solution would be to
replace the stock ones with your own Iso-socket s
and I'm thinking of it.
Next week a friend of mine is coming home to
listen to the Tele’-s. We have the same amplifier (DK
Design VS1 MKII) and speakers (Newform Research
R645 with cabinet and crossover modified). He now
uses the Siemens E88CC and wants to purchase
another pair of tubes. Either the same Siemens or
the Tele’ if he prefers the latter. We'll see …
In summary I'm very satisfied with the
Telefunkens. They sound as you described them to
me before I place the order. They sound “Musical,”
rich and and more relaxing than my other tubes. On
some recordings the voices were very up front, on the
verge of being annoying. Now the voices stepped back
a little rendering the overall presentation more balanced. To the expense of a flatter image? I can't tell at
this moment. With a little deeper bass and a bit more
slam these tube would be perfect. But I won't go back
to my previous tubes. The Tele’-s are to keep.

Thank you very much,
Michel B.
Montreal
From a PEARL customer who had treated 40pcs.
of BEL India (Mullard/Phillips) E188CC/7308s:
Hi Bill:
So, what do I think? Well, I'm used to what
cryo-treating can do for tubes, having rolled
through quite a few new and NOS types/manufactures of 6922s, “frozen” and not; so it's no surprise
- clearer detail, airier, quieter background, more
“tactile” imaging...BUT even having tried some of
these BEL India (Mullard/Phillips) E188CC/7308s
"unfrozen" and recognized their quality, I was still
not prepared for what your "treatments" have done.
Mullards—CV2492s, straight E88CCs—have
always been my favourites, with my Acoustat (now
“hot-rodded” 1+1s with twin HSU subs and JAS
super-tweeters) speakers and Audio Research tube
preamps and solid state amps. I had always wanted
to try the Mullard CV4108s (military grade
E188CCs), but they are very rare and expensive
from Mullard Mitcham production—these India
Mullard/Phillips plant manufactured tubes were a
deal and a half.
And now …
My system sounds as if it’s being driven with
300B SETs, and 300Bs don’t work with Acoustats
(so it's clear what my tastes are; this is a sound I
have been striving for, with the wrong speakers—
addicted for 25 years—and electronics, but there
had to be a way!) Of course, I don't have a huge
room and the Acoustats give a life-sized stage anyway, but it's the suddenly magnified depth, breadth
and solidity that surprised me. This is the biggest
soundstage with the most gloriously layered imaging, depth, warmth and extended frequency range
I've had in my house. I use the tubes in an Audio
Research Reference One preamp now driving an
Audio Research 300.2 solid state “class T” amp.

Am I pleased? I couldn't be happier …
Thanks too, for the Excel data sheet on the
entire group; the test regime you applied is about
as thorough as it could be. I couldn't imagine anything more complete, but that's no real endorsement coming from me—dogs have trouble understanding anything about cooking, except the taste...
The proof is that it was no trouble for me to
predict correctly from the data which parts would
be the best.
Thanks again, Bill.
Regards,
Gerry, Calgary

Thefreezing
issue
...

Relating cable sound quality to differences
in crystal structure of the conductor materia l
remains controversial. The cryogenic 'deep
freeze' treatment used in other fields
provides a way of assessing such claims .
But listening to cryogenically-treated
speaker cables and interconnects proved to
be an astonishing experience
WORDS KEITH HOWARD
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'Thefollowing

article has arou sed consider able
contro versy among th e edito rial staff, eliciting such
comments as "balde rdash" and "se nsatio nal"...' T hus bega n
the u nder stand ably caut ious editor ial introd uct ion to a
feat ure article published in the August 1977 issue of Hi-Fi
Ne ws & Record Review, which readers of a ce rtain age ar e
bo und to recall. It was entitled 'Can we hear connec ting
wir es?' and for many of us it marked the beginning of a
cont rove rsy that has cont inued unabated across the quart er

century since: Do inte rconne ct and spe ake r cables sound
diffe ren t, and if so wh y?
I still reca ll the impact of that Jean Hir aga piece , tran slate d
from a French original pub lished in La N ou velle Revue du Son.
So-call ed subjec tivism was st ill a re lat ively yo ung hi-fi
movement at the time, albe it one which had alrea dy shaken
the founda tion s of aud io orthodoxy wit h its expos ition of
'tu rntable sound' and 'a mplifie r sound'. But these wer e mere
pr e-shocks a head of the e ight-on-the-Richte r-scale uph eaval
trigger ed by the H iraga article. If even conn ect ing cables
sounded diffe rent , I rememb er thinking, then nothing of the
old view could be take n for granted any longe r. Int e llectua lly,
the earth had moved.

thefeature
Hiraga's piece was concerned mostly with the effec ts of
different cable co nstructio ns, with a parti cular emphasis on
Litz cable (in which each strand of a mult i-strand conducto r is
individually insulat ed), a type which, iro nically, has rat her
fallen out of favour in the inte rim. Within a few yea rs, though,
cable protag onists became at least as co ncerned with the
mater ials from which cables wer e made. Insulator s (dielectrics)
such as PTF E (Teflon) and polyet hylen e found favour over the
more usual PVC, and the purity of the conducting coppe r
became an issue also. OF C (oxygen-free co pper) and LC-O FC
(long crystal oxygen-free coppe r) soo n beca me a badge of
quality, while more extreme cable manu factu rers went on to
use silve r a nd, eventua lly, carbo n fibre in prefe rence.
Of all the many controve rsial issues that still bed evil cable
sound, this one of conducto r type and pur ity is arguab ly the
most bitterly conteste d. In see king to expla in why condu ctor
qua lity should affect sound qua lity, num erou s writers have
evoked the not ion of crystal bou ndar ies within the material
acting like miniatur e diodes and causing distorti on. Mea nwhile
those who disput e that there is any cable effect beyond that
pred icted by lumped pa rame ter circuit theory have rid iculed
thi s cla im, a nd with so me reason since nobody, to my
knowledge, had ever prod uced a co nvincing measurem ent to
prove these notion al diodes exist.
For the ope n-minded ou tside r - me in this context - one
of the pr incipal obstacles to assessing the pr actica l significance
or ot herw ise of the conducto r's crysta l structure is that it has
rare ly if ever bee n assessab le with even semi-scientific rigour.
You don't have to subscribe to doub le-blind ABX testing the assessment met hod the sceptics would demand - to
apprec iate that det erminin g the import ance of any single
design factor is difficult to the point of impossible whe n other
va riab les a re not held co nsta nt. In o the r wo rds , whe n
differen ces in conducto r qua lity are not the sa le disparity
betwee n one cable and the next.
If you were rich e nough then you could, if
so inclined , pay for otherwise ident ical cables
to be ma nufactured using d iffer ent grades of
copper or ot he r conductors. But for most of us
even cable man ufacturer s suc h
profliga cy is not an opt ion. So how can the
import ance of a cable's crystal structure be
isolat ed and assessed?
Th e answer came se rendipitously for me, while I was
researching an article on Deep Cryogenic Trea tment (OCT)
for HFN' s siste r magazine Racecar Engineering . OCT involves
the coo ling of met a ls an d ot he r mat eri a ls to very low
temp er atur es, typica lly aro und - 190°C. Liquid nit rogen
(boiling point-19 6°q is usually used to achieve this, alt hough
other lique fied gasses can be used to reach even lowe r
tem pe ratur es (for example, neon, boiling po int - 246°C).
Early expe rime nts with cryogenic treatment - Amer ica's
Los Alamos nuclear weapons laboratory bui lt a cryogenic
facility as ea rly as 1952 - plun ged the comp onent to be treat ed
straight into the liquid coolant , with the result that many were
da maged beca use of therm al shock. Today's OCT equipme nt is
comput er co ntro lled so that compone nts are coo led a nd
warmed slowly ei the r side of the 'soak' pe riod over which the
minimum temper atur e is retained . Typically eac h pha se of the
proce ss takes ma ny hours, and although liquid nit rogen is still
used it neve r come s into dir ect contact with whatever is bein g
treated. Instead it is usua lly drip ped into the cryoge nic

cha mbe r where it evaporates and coo ls the con te nts indir ectly.
OCT 's e ffects have bee n most wide ly studied in the co ntext
of enginee ring steels, where it is used to complete the heat
treatm ent process. Th e properti es of many steels can be
enha nced by first heatin g them to about 900°C a nd the n
rapi dly que nching (cooling) th em in water o r oil. T he
met allu rgy of this process is well unde rstood. Heatin g has the
effect of tra nsforming the ste el into a soft solid phase ca lled

Thepracticalsignificanceor otherwise
of theconductor's
crystalstructurehas
rarelyif everbeenassessable
witheven
semi-scientific
rigour
auste nite; on rap id que nching most - typically 85% - of this
is co nverted into a much ha rder form ca lled marten site, which
is respon sible for the que nched stee rs en ha nced ha rdness.
lncre ased britt le nes s is a n un de sirab le side -ef fect but
subseque nt temp erin g - ra ising the stee l's temp er atur e to
between 200 and 600°C a nd then coo ling it in a ir - can offset
th is, a nd rest ore both duct ility and toughness (the ability of the
mate rial to resist cracking).
Th e prob lem with this process is that the conversion from
a uste nite to ma rte nsite is incompl et e, which results in inte rna l
stresses tha t can weakc n the metal a nd compro mise its
dimensiona l stability. What OCT does, in effect, is co mplete
the quenc hing process so that most of the retained austeni te
- the source of the intern al stresses - is converted to
mart e nsite . Th e be nefits can be drama tic. When O CT is used
to treat tool stee ls, for instance, tool life is typically impro ved
by 200-400%, sometimes 600% .
A lthough OCT 's e ffect on stee l is the most co mpletely
und e rstood, the technique is a lso quite wide ly applied to other
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o Fig 1: spectru m analys is showed a negligi ble diffe rence in
frequency response between treate d and unt reated cables!
metals such as cast iron, titanium , aluminium and brass, and to
non-m et allic materi als such as plastics. In this case the
improvement in physical prop ert ies appa rently result s from
t he elimina tion of d islocat io ns in the mat er ial's
microstru ctur e. Trumpet s and other brass inst rument s have
been found to prod uce a bett er tone after OCT, and it is also
used to treat guitar and piano strings.
For our pu rposes, the most importa nt finding is that OCT
also be nef icially affect s the crysta l struc ture o f co ppe r.
Cryogenic treat ment of welding electrodes, for example , has
bee n shown to improve their curre nt capability and exte nd

difference continu es to astound -me. T he ocr cable has
greater resolution and a notab ly airier, more natural soundto such an exte nt that , having heard it for himself, Max
retu rned home and immed iately arranged for a first batc h of
copper to go to Frozen Solid for treatm ent. Cryo versions of
his cables will be available by the time you read this.
Becau se OCT has the effect of red ucing copper 's resistivity
somew ha t, it was imp ort ant to check th at th e audible
differ ences could not be explained away by small cha nges in
frequen cy response at the loud speaker termina ls. To test for
this f used MLSSA to measure the difference whe n using the
two cables. You can see the outcome in Fig I. MLSSA gives a
rath er noisy plot at thi s resolut ion (I co uld have used
smoothing to disguise it) but even so it is clear that the
d ispa rity in frequ en cy respon se is co mfortab ly within
+/-Q.01dB across the entire audible freque ncy range - much
too small a difference to acco unt for the significant cha nge in
sound quality.
If anything the interconn ect cables, whe n they arrived a
little later , proved even grea ter a revelation than the spea ker
cables. Max had ide ntified them as A, B and C, and only when
I told him that I vastly preferr ed pair C over the other two did
he confirm that this was indeed the cryogenically treated set.
Once aga in, the sound of the treated cables was characterised
by manifestly superior transpa rency. Music was dynamic in a
way that simply eluded the othe r two cab les (one annea led, the
othe r not) - more finely etched and yet more

weighty and punchy too.
Theinterconnect
cables,whenthey
Delight ed as I am with the outcome of this
exper
iment (alt hough I do n't imagine for one
arriveda little later,provedevengreater moment
it will change the minds of those who
rega rd cables sonics as a figment of othe rs'
a revelationthanthespeakercables
imaginati ons) I have now to concede, rather

their work ing life. As soon as I first read this, it struck me.
Here is an ideal mean s of establishing wheth er the crystal
structure of an audio cable's coppe r really does have an effect
on its sound.
But I'd need two willing collaborators in the expe riment,
who I found in Max Townshend of Townshen d Audi o
[lVlVlV.ds.dial.pipex.com/lOwnshelld.audio J and Gr eg Bart lett of
Frozen Solid , a DCT facilit y based in Stowmark et
[www.[rozensolid.co.ukj. Max's lsolda cables have a deserved ly
fine reput ation and - critically - he assembles them himself,
start ing with bare coppe r strip. So it is possible to 'get at' the
co nductor and treat it prior to asse mbly, ther eby allowing the
compa rison of two otherwise ide ntica l cables. Max was keen to
try it and Greg Bartlett kindly agreed to process a small
quant ity of coppe r strip FOe, so away we went. In a matt er of
a few weeks I had two sets of Max's spea ker cables, each 4m in
lengt h, and three sets of his interconne cts, all 1m long, only
one pair of which in eac h case had been cryogenically treated.
With the spea ker cables I knew which was which, with the
interco nnects I didn 't : they were identified only by letters.
The speaker cables arrived first. Max delivered the m in
per son (together with a car-full of Seismic Sink produ cts, of
which more on another occasion) so that we could listen to the
differences together. Townshend cables already use annea led
coppe r becau se Max had found that it sounds better; ocr is,
in effect, a supe r annea ling process, and it was qu ickly
appare nt th at the cable with the cryo coppe r sounded better
still. I've now do ne the compa rison many times, and the
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like Scott trudg ing for lornly up to the South
Pole, that someone got here before me. While the copper was
with Frozen Solid be ing treated , I stumbled across a Pearl
adve rt in a 1993 issue of Glass A udio that ment ioned cryoge nic
treatm ent of vacuum tubes.
Some web sea rching soo n revealed that Ed Mehn er was the
man behind this; th at he had performed similar expe riments to

thefeature
mine with cables, and a great dea l else beside s, a decade and
more ago; and that he'd actua lly sold cryogenically treate d
cab les for a while und er the Museatex bra nd. For some
obscure reason this all passed me by at the time, despit e a fair
few column inches being devote d to the subject in magazines
like Stereophile .
1 tracked Ed down to his compa ny EMM Labs in Calgary,
Canada , and spoke to him on the teleph one about his many
experiments with ocr and why his pioneer ing work has slowly
slipped from view. You can read what he told me in the
accompanying pa nel. I must say, even after that conversat ion,
I rema in puzzled. Having heard for myself the astonishing

effect of cryoge nically trea ting the coppe r in speaker and
inte rconn ect cables, I can't imagine how this process and its
benefits could fad e into obscurity. As Ed Meitner himself
says, it can't be due to cost because - in the context of highend gea r, at any rate - it is swamped by all those digits in the
price tag. Alt hough Meitn er still uses cryogenic treatm ent
himself, for everyone else in the aud io industry it app ea rs to
have been a case of NIH (not invented her e) or maybe IO U
(I don't understand). Perh aps things will be differe nt this
seco nd time aro und. And before you ask, yes - I will be
striving to find some way of quan tifying the sonic differe nce
ocr so obviously makes. ~i -
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